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                Pride and Prejudice

                
 by   Jane Austen 
The story of a father who neglects his responsibilities as the head of the family, a mother who thinks finding the bridegrooms for their daughters is the only goal in her life.

Pride and Prejudice written by Jane Austen is narrated in the point of view of the key character of Elizabeth Bennet, the second of the five daughters.

Elizabeth’s cou..
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                A Modest Proposal

                
 by   Jonathan Swift 
A Modest Proposal is written by Jonathan Swift, an Anglo-Irish writer, satirist and political pamphleteer. This most controversial satirical essay was written and published anonymously by the author, when Ireland was in deep trouble and the streets were full of beggars of female genre, who were unable to feed their children.

Ireland which was ru..
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                Don Juan

                
 by   Lord Byron 
Don Juan, a satirical poem and is known as the masterpiece of the English poet Lord Byron, his short lyric She Walks in Beauty and lengthy narrative poem Childe Harold's Pilgrimage made him to be the celebrated poet of the England.

Don Juan portrays the fictional libertine, Don Giovanni as a character who can be easily seduced by women, against ..
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                A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court

                
 by   Mark Twain 
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court written by Mark Twain is a fiction novel of satirical comedy which narrates the story of a Yankee Engineer who was transported back to King Arthur times.

Hank Morgan is a resident of Hartford, Connecticut, who is also a skilled engineer with high levels of proficiency in firearms manufacturing. In a he..
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                The Devil's Dictionary

                
 by   Ambrose Bierce 
The Devil's Dictionary is a satirical lexicon, a work of the American journalist Ambrose Bierce, whose literary face include as a short story writer, fabulist, satirist, and literary critic. Among his numerous short stories notable are The Boarded Window, An Inhabitant of Carcosa, The Haunted Valley, A Diagnosis of Death, and An Affair of Outposts...
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                The Social Cancer -  A Complete English Version of Noli Me Tangere

                
 by   Jose Rizal 
The Social Cancer is the English Version of Noli Me Tangere, a novel written by José Rizal, a Filipino revolutionary who is widely considered as the greatest national hero of the Philippines. Executed by the Spanish army at the age of 35, José Rizal’s literary contribution comprises of novels, plays, poems and essays, notable among them are Noli Me..
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                Our Mutual Friend

                
 by   Charles Dickens 
Our Mutual Friend is the last novel completed by Charles Dickens, the greatest novelist of Victorian era whose novels are still widely read all over the world. His masterpieces are A Tale of Two Cities and Great Expectations.

Our Mutual Friend narrates dramatic moments carried out to identify noble people, by a wealthy man who was about inherit ..
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                Vanity Fair

                
 by   William Makepeace Thackeray 
Vanity Fair is a novel written by William Makepeace Thackeray, an English writer remembered for his satirical works portraying panoramic English society. His notable literary contributions include A Shabby Genteel Story, The Luck of Barry Lyndon, The Book of Snobs and his magnum opus Vanity Fair.

Vanity Fair narrates the story of over ambitious ..
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